Map of the Area Hamburg site

How to reach our site in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg

Arrival by airplane:
Hamburg Airport
•Taxi: The taxi stand is located at the arrival areas in front of
terminals 1 and 2. Depending on the traffic situation, the taxi ride
to our site will take 40-60 minutes. The cost for one way is
between 35 Euros (normal traffic, 40 minutes) and 40 Euros
(heavy traffic, 60 minutes) (as per 2009).
•Suburban train (S-Bahn): The suburban train station „Hamburg
Airport (Flughafen)“ is located in front of the terminals. It can
be easily accessed via elevators, moving stairs and stairways.
Take train S1 (direction Ohlsdorf, Wedel or Blankenese) or S3
(direction Neugraben or Buxtehude) to Hamburg Main Station
(Hauptbahnhof HBF).
The trains commute every 10 minutes. The trip takes 25 minutes.
Change trains at Hamburg Main Station and take train S31 (direction Harburg Rathaus or Neugraben). After 8 minutes, exit the train
at the Wilhelmsburg stop. Change to bus 154 (direction Kornweide). Exit the bus after approximately 7 minutes at the Trettaustraße stop. Turn into the Trettaustraße (right hand in the direction of traffic) and walk about 200 m until you reach our site.

•Suburban train (S-Bahn): Take train S31 (direction Altona) or
S3 (direction Pinneberg). The trains commute every 20 minutes.
The ride to the Wilhelmsburg stop takes 4 minutes. Exit at
Wilhelmsburg and change to bus 154 (direction Kornweide). Exit
the bus after approximately 7 minutes at the Trettaustraße stop.
Turn into the Trettaustraße (right hand in the direction of traffic)
and walk about 200 m until you reach our site. The total travel
time is approximately 17 minutes. The one way ticket (HVV ticket)
costs 1.65 Euros (as per 2009).
Hamburg Main Station (Hauptbahnhof HBF)
•Taxi: Taxis are available at both exits of the station. Depending on the traffic situation, the taxi ride to our site takes 15-30
minutes. The cost for one way is between 22 Euros (normal
traffic, 20 minutes) and 26 Euros (heavy traffic, 30 minutes)
(as per 2009 price list).
•Suburban train (S-Bahn): Take train S31 (direction Harburg
Rathaus/Neugraben) or S3 (direction Neugraben or Buxtehude).
The trains commute every 10 minutes. The ride to the Wilhelmsburg stop takes 8 minutes. Exit at Wilhelmsburg and change to
bus 154 (direction Kornweide). Exit the bus after approximately
7 minutes at the Trettaustraße stop. Turn into the Trettaustraße
(right hand in the direction of traffic) and walk about 200 m until
you reach our site. The total travel time is approximately 21 minutes. The one way ticket (HVV ticket) costs 2.70 Euros (as per 2009
price list).

The total travel time is approximately 1 hour. The one way ticket
(HVV ticket) costs 2.70 Euros (as per 2009 price list).

Arrival by car:
Arrival by train:

Hamburg has four train stations where the Deutsche Bahn long
distance trains stop. As well as Hamburg Main Station (from where
suburban trains commute to the airport), Hamburg-Harburg station
is also located close to our site.
Station Hamburg-Harburg
•Taxi: The taxi stand is in front of the station, exit HamburgHarburg City. The taxi ride to our site takes 15-20 minutes. The
cost for one way is 13-15 Euros (as per 2009 price list).

Risk of traffic jams: Hamburg is located at the main travel routes
to the North Sea (Sylt), the Baltic Sea (Rügen), to Denmark and
Scandinavia (ferry via Puttgarden). Traffic jams on the Autobahn are
to be expected particularly at the beginning and end of school holidays. This is, in particular, true for crossings of the Elbe River. The
Elbtunnel in Hamburg at the North-South connection A7/E45 is the
chokepoint of the North and the reason for everyday traffic jams.
Also, outside of holiday times, traffic jams must be expected on the
Autobahn and in the city of Hamburg particularly in the mornings
(7-9 a.m.) and in the afternoons (4-6 p.m.). Our site is located
south of the Elbe River. If you are arriving from the South, the risk
of getting into a traffic is rather low.

Autobahn A1 / E22 (Lübeck – Bremen):
Exit no. 37 ’HH-Stillhorn, HH-Wilhelmsburg’. Drive via Stillhorner Weg and Kornweide in the direction Wilhelmsburg to the junction Georg-Wilhelm-Strasse (about 2 km). Turn right into GeorgWilhelm-Strasse. After 200 m turn left into Pollhornweg which
becomes Pollhorner Hauptdeich. Follow this street for about 1.5
km and then turn left at the Trettaustraße junction. The traveling
time from the Autobahn exit is about 10 minutes.
Autobahn A7 / E45 (Flensburg – Hannover):
Exit no. 30 ’HH-Waltershof, HH-Finkenwerder, Hafen’.
Take the direction Wilhelmsburg, Hafen, Waltershof. Drive on the
Finkenwerder Straße and pass customs (after about 1.5 km).
Turn left at the junction to the Köhlbrand bridge. Drive over the
Köhlbrand bridge and follow the street for approximately 4 km,
then turn right into the Neuhöfer Damm where you will again pass
customs. After 600 m turn left into Neuhöfer Straße, direction Wilhelmsburg. Drive over the Reiherstieg Bridge and after 500 m turn
right into the Reiherstieg Hauptdeich. Follow the street, which will
eventually become Bei der Wollkämmerei, for about 1.5 km and
then turn right into Schmidtsbreite. After 800 m you will reach the
Trettaustraße junction where you turn right. The traveling time from
the Autobahn exit is about 15 minutes.
State road B4 / B75 „Wilhelmsburger Reichsstraße“
(Hamburg City – Hamburg Harburg):
Arriving from the North or South, take the exit HH-Wilhelmsburg
Süd. Turn left into Kornweide. After 200 m, turn right into GeorgWilhelm-Strasse. After another 200 m, turn left into Pollhornweg
which will then become Pollhorner Hauptdeich. Follow this street
for about 1.5 km and then turn left at the Trettaustraße junction.
The traveling time from the Autobahn exit is about 5 minutes.
If you are using a GPS system, please enter the following
address:
Trettaustrasse 32-34, 21107 Hamburg, Germany

Helpful links:.
• For buses and suburban trains/ quick timetable
information www.hvv.de/en/index.php
• Taxi rates: http://takeataxi.de/de/hamburg/
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Area map of
Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg
arrival via A7
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Map of the area
Hamburg Wilhelmsburg
arrival via City or A1
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Welcome to Hamburg

GoodMills Innovation GmbH
Trettaustrasse 32-34, 21107 Hamburg, Germany
www.goodmillsinnovation.com

